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Abstract

This position paper argues in favor of uniform, mixed-
depth knowledge representation in intelligent systems
that support flexible, multi-modal, mixed-initiative,
two-way interaction. Uniformity has the advantage
of minimizing knowledge interchange and can be im-
plemented efficiently. Moreover, enhancements to the
reasoner improve the performance of the entire system
as all components use the same reasoner. Mixed-depth
representations allow "shallow" or "deep" representa-
tions as required. Some representations can always
be shallow, and this eliminates unnecessary interpreta-
tion. For example, mixed-depth representations permit
the representation of ill-formed, vague, or ambiguous
inputs, which can be further interpreted as necessary.

Introduction
This position paper argues in favor of uniform, mixed-
depth knowledge representation in intelligent systems
that support flexible, multi-modal, mixed-initiative,
two-way interaction. Multi-modal interaction combines
information from many levels of abstraction and many
conceptually different types of objects. To support ef-
fective communication, interactants should be able to
reason about physical actions, intentions, screen ob-
jects, etc. The ability to reason about such objects
improves the ability of a system to flexibly interpret
and incrementally present information. While this does
not replace the need for ergonomics and user studies, it
supplements the ability of systems to behave well.

Following the distinction of (Bordegoni et al. 1997),
we are concerned with intelligent multimedia dialogue
systems (IMDS) rather than intelligent multimedia pre-
sentation systems (IMPS).

Intelligent multimedia presentation systems are con-
cerned with effective presentation of a fixed content
subject to constraints (for example, the user’s apparent
expertise and preferred presentation style). The knowl-
edge structures built during an interaction are limited
to information about what has been presented, what
will be presented and what’s currently visible, identifi-
able, or located at a particular position. Their "intel-
ligence" lies in sophisticated domain and presentation
models used to adapt presentations, as in plan-based co-

ordination of media to meet the stated needs of the user.
This intelligence can take the form of heuristics (don’t
overlap important windows) or first-order logic-based
plan representations that take into account constraints
like preconditions, applicability, or intentions. For ex-
ample, based on the user’s stated expertise, an IMPS
might choose to present a graphic with an associated
explanation. In general, IMPS are concerned with out-
put issues and cannot monitor the effectiveness of the
presentation to deal with ambiguity, misunderstanding
or non-understanding.

Intelligent multimedia dialog systems are concerned
with the effective management of an incremental, inter-
active, user-system interaction. The knowledge struc-
tures built during an interaction include those of an
IMPS as well as goals, intentions, and beliefs (includ-
ing beliefs about the effectiveness of the interaction)
of the user and system. Content to be presented, as
well as the system’s model of the user (for example the
user’s apparent level of expertise), will change dynami-
cally during an interaction. The "intelligence" of IMDS
lies in the traditional utility of a dialog model, which
includes the ability to handle fragments, anaphora, mis-
understanding, non-understanding, and follow up ques-
tions. In general, an IMDS must deal with both input
and output (interpretation and presentation) and must
monitor the effectiveness of its actions.

The distinction between IMPS and IMDS can be
likened to the task of a teacher in two different types of
courses; one a 300 student course taught in an audito-
rium, and the other in a small seminar course.

Most work with intelligent multimedia interfaces to
this point has been with IMPS, for reasons of complex-
ity and tractability. It is clearly possible to build in-
terfaces that perform well with little or no knowledge
representation (for example, by the use of heuristic algo-
rithms as in (Funke, Neai, & Paul 1993).) However, 
build more flexible, user-friendly interfaces, a shift from
IMPS to IMDS seems likely. This is because people
building intelligent interfaces are increasingly includ-
ing knowledge representation(s) to exploit the readily
available information about the interaction and its po-
tential to improve the interaction (for some specific sys-
tems see (Neal & Shapiro 1991; Wahlster et al. 1993;
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Traum et al. 1996); an architecture for IMPS that ex-
plicitly promotes knowledge "experts" is that of (Bor-
degoni et al. 1997)). In this paper we are going 
argue that an IMDS should use a knowledge represen-
tation with specific characteristics: it must be uni]orm
and allow mixed-depth representations. These charac-
teristics help address the complexity and tractability
problems in building detailed models of dialog.

We term a knowledge representation uniform when it
allows the representation of different kinds of knowledge
in the same knowledge base using the same inference
processes. For example, the representation of a spoken
Huh might be represented similarly to a typed Huh? and
reasoned with identically. (Minimally, modality infor-
mation would differ in the representations; this could
be used to track the user’s preferred modality.)

A mixed-depth representation is one that may be shal-
low or deep in different places, depending on what was
known or needed at the time the representation was
created (Hirst & Ryan 1992). Moreover, "shallow" and
"deep" are a matter of degree. Shallow representations
might be a representation of the interaction such as a
sequence of time-stamped events. Deep representations
might be a conventional first-order (or higher-order) 
knowledge representation. Unlike quasi-logical form,
which is used primarily for storage of information,

mixed-depth representations are well-formed proposi-
tions, subject to logical inference. Disambiguation and
interpretation, when it occurs, is done by reasoning.
Most KR systems allow mixed-depth representations,
uniform KR systems require them (because everything
is represented in the same knowledge base).

To motivate our argument for uniform, mixed-depth
representation we first argue the advantages of such rep-
resentations in an ongoing interaction; we then discuss
the practicable nature of the proposed representations.

The Advantages of Uniform
Representations

The primary advantage of a uniform representation
is that it eliminates knowledge interchange overhead.
That is, there are no special-purpose reasoners with spe-
cialized knowledge representation(s), and all reasoning
uses the same reasoner. We believe that this may scale
better than the traditional non-uniform approach. We
are not alone in advocating a uniform representation,
see for example Soar (Rosenbloom, Laird, & Newell
1993).

The traditional approach to building intelligent, in-
teractive systems is to "compartmentalize" the special-
purpose reasoners with different knowledge representa-
tions appropriate to the specialized tasks. This is effi-
cient in the initial stages of system building, however
as a system matures, components with rich, detailed
representations will have to communicate with compo-
nents having more superficial representations. Knowl-
edge interchange is a serious problem, even in systems
that have a common knowledge representation ancestor,

such as KL-ONE (Heinsohn et al. 1994). One common
problem that arises is conflicting ontologies (Traum
et al. 1996). For example the TRAINS-93 system
has many special-purpose components where each com-
ponent has its own fairly sophisticated representation
(Logical Form, Episodic Logic, Conversation Represen-
tation Theory, Tyro, Event-based Temporal Logic). In
later work with the TRAINS-96 system there is still the
stratified architecture, however the components all have
more superficial representations, and communicate with
each other in KQML (Ferguson et al. 1996).

Uniform representations have not been used in tradi-
tional intelligent interfaces for reasons of perceived com-
putational and management complexity. In industry,
project management is achieved by the use of standards
and standards committees that enforce the goal of uni-
formity. Thus, we feel that management complexity is
tractable. Computational complexity is more problem-
atic, as the speed of inference in a monolithic knowledge
base has been shown to grow in proportion to the knowl-
edge (Heinsohn et al. 1994). There are two answers to
this--the first solution is to use distributed computa-
tion for reasoning and knowledge base access (Geller
1994). The second is to structure the knowledge for ef-
ficient access. This is done by adding meta-knowledge
that specifies the nature of the knowledge in the uni-
form knowledge base. For example, knowledge associ-
ated with the current user model would be indexed by
meta-facts (that say that these are facts about the user
model). Using these meta-facts to index the knowl-
edge base, reasoning about the user model can be done
without search. In our current work with B2, a collab-
orative system that allows medical students to practice
their decision-making skills, we have a single knowledge
representation and reasoning component that acts as a
blackboard for intertask communication and coopera-
tion (McRoy, Haller, & Ali 1997). All knowledge is rep-
resented using a semantic network formalism (Shapiro
& Rapaport 1992). We structure the knowledge by the
"links" between facts in the knowledge base. Thus, for
example, all knowledge about, or references to the con-
cept "disease" share the same subnetwork correspond-
ing to that concept. This uniformity allows a concept
to be realized as a presentation in multiple ways, de-
pending on the context. The concept "disease" could
be realized as a unpleasant graphic, a textual word,
or a spoken word, but all realizations would share the
common underlying concept.

The Advantages of Mixed-Depth
Representations

To maintain a complete model of the interaction, the
interaction model must have multiple levels of infor-
mation, corresponding to different levels of abstraction.
Minimally these levels are analogous to the locution-
ary/illocutionary distinction made by Austin (Austin
1962). Figure 1 gives some simple examples (a plan-
based approach using these kinds of communicative acts



Modality Locution Illocution
Questions, Answers, Requests,

Text Words such as Why?, Tell me a story.

Command (operation (mode(t),

Mouse click(x,y, type), mode(t)
click(type),
object-at(x,y))

such as Select topic of gallstones
Graphic barchart Compare relative magnitudes of probabilities

Figure 1: Example locutions and corresponding illocutions

for multimedia can be found in (Maybury 1993).)
The difficulty with requiring "deep" knowledge rep-

resentations (i. e., completely interpreted), is that much
of an ongoing interaction may be uninterpretable at the
moment it occurs, or it may be subject to multiple inter-
pretations or misinterpretation. Mixed-depth represen-
tations are more efficient than "deep" representations
because computation can be postponed until needed (if
ever). Additionally, such representations better toler-
ate lack of information or ill-formed inputs (minimally
because a representation of only the locution is built).

In our current work, the mixed-depth approach al-
lows us to use the same representation framework to
produce a detailed representation of requests (which
are often interpreted through plan recognition without
considering the context) and to produce a partial rep-
resentation of questions (which tend to require more in-
ference). Moreover, these representations use the same
knowledge representation framework that is used by the
system to reason about the discourse and the domain--
so that the system can reason with (and about) the
utterances, if necessary.

Summary

We have argued for uniform, mixed-depth knowledge
representation in intelligent systems that support flexi-
ble, multi-modal, mixed-initiative, two-way interaction.
Uniformity has the advantage of minimizing knowledge
interchange and can be implemented efficiently. More-
over, enhancements to the reasoner improve the per-
formance of the entire system as all components use
the same reasoner. Mixed-depth representations allow
"shallow" or "deep" representations as required. Some
representations can always be shallow, and this elimi-
nates unnecessary interpretation. For example, mixed-
depth representations permit the representation of ill-
formed, vague, or ambiguous inputs, which can be fur-
ther interpreted as necessary.
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